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All Natural Sauces. Many are Gluten Free!
Made from the Highest Quality Ingredients.
No fillers, no preservatives.
Naturally low in sodium high in Vitamin C
click on underlined words for links to that item
Many people have been asking about gluten. Most of our products are
gluten free and I have indicated that below on each item. It will take us
time to incorporate this on our labels, I hope this list helps.
New: Jolokia Hot Drops - xx Hot Gluten Free. One of our hottest blends:
Plenty of heat packed in a small bottle and true to our reputation it is
bursting with flavor. Use to heat up just about anything. A couple drops is
all it takes. The extent of the heat is delayed (as is the nature of true ghost
pepper) a few seconds making this one quite pleasing! So much flavor and
no salt.
Black Scorpion Hot Sauce: xxx Hot Gluten Free. Our Hottest blend. Made
with the hottest pepper in the world! The scorpion pepper. The heat from
this pepper makes your taste buds tingle. A lasting sting that will please the
heat seeker. Quite different from the heat of any other pepper. Great flavor
in this hot sauce. Great on sandwiches or sprinkle on your burger, steak or
chicken to get that stinging tingle!.
Arizona 18 Sauce Extra HOT. The perfect gourmet taste of the Southwest.
18 perfectly blended ingredients . Good on steaks, ribs, pork, chicken.
Contains 5 different kinds of peppers. Use to dip, Glaze or marinade. Not a
BBQ, not a hot sauce, it is THE Arizona 18. The Perfect Sauce for anything!
SW Hot Sauce - Extra HOT A true traditional SW Hot Sauce. Great all
purpose sauce. Good on steaks, chops, chicken, dipping, eggs and more.
Makes great chicken wings! Flavorful enough to drizzle on anything.
Sprinkle on cooked potatoes of any kind!
Mild Salsa: Our mild salsa is truly mild. Gluten Free, Contains 6 different
peppers but we remove the seeds and veins therefore maintaining the
great flavor of salsa without the heat. A true favorite for a side dish at
dinner. Dip it, spoon it, use it as a condiment for your tuna steak! Great
addition.
Medium Salsa: Gluten Free. Contains 7 different peppers for a flavorful
blend of the most desired heat level. Medium salsa isn't just for chips or

nachos. Use it on steak. Our salsas are rich and robust. Use the all natural
ingredients to add to your soup. Onions, peppers, tomatoes. etc. Skip all the
slicing and dicing and just use this!!
Hot Salsa: Gluten Free. Contains 8 different peppers. Just enough heat and
all the flavor you desire in a true southwestern all natural salsa. We do not
add any water so it's rich and thick and perfect for a little heat fix. This is
the preferred salsa to pile on in the middle of those nachos. Watching the
game with friends? Use this with chips, cheese, sliced black olives and of
course our extra hot sliced jalapeno's. A party pleaser.
Extra Hot Salsa: Gluten Free. This one is thick enough to eat with a fork.
With the combo of ingredients including 9 different peppers you will want to
pile it on all your favorite chips. But don't think salsa is just for chips. This
one is good if you mix it in your refried beans for that burro with texture or
taco meat with a extra kick. Use a few spoonfuls in your hamburger. We do
not use fillers so it's all natural produce. Why pick and choose all those hot
pepper for the perfect hamburger mix when you have 9 of them in here?
Add some beer and some of this salsa for a great tasting burger.
Ghost Pepper Salsa: xx Hot. Gluten Free. Paradise for the heat seeker.
Flavor first then...1.2.3.4.5 the bite! Popular for the heat lover who wants
flavor too! This one contains the very hot Ghost Pepper. (Bhut Jolokia from
India) and 9 other kinds of peppers. Bursting with heat and blended for bold
flavor. Some use the Ghost pepper for a novelty hot salsa. We focus on
flavor first. Get those endorphins flowing with this salsa and enjoy the bold
flavors of the 10 different peppers.
Peach Salsa: Low Medium-Sweet & Spicy. Gluten Free. A best Seller. It is the
perfect balance of sweet and spicy Great as a dip but is also good as a
marinade on chicken and pork.
Chipotle Black Bean & Corn Salsa: Mild This salsa has a rich robust flavor.
We do not skimp on the beans and corn. Thick and chipotle rich. Add meat
and it is flavorful enough to be called chili!
Pineapple Salsa: . Sweet & Spicy. Mild Gluten Free This one is thick with
pineapple and great for cooking. Baste your chicken or pork roast with it
before baking or grilling. It has that 'can't get enough' type flavor.
Jalapeno Relish: High Medium.Gluten Free. It is the perfect blend of
jalapeno's, onions, peppers. Great on hamburgers, hot dogs, subs or to top
your steak or chicken! It is chunky and jalapeno hot. A true favorite. Try it to
spice up your pasta salad recipe.
Hot Pepper Mix, with a ghost pepper pod: Hot Gluten Free. Bursting with
natural fresh pepper flavor. A blend of 6 different kinds of hot peppers with
one ghost pepper pod, Hot peppers with an added bite! Great on your
burger, steak, or use as a topping on your tacos. Make stir fry easy and
hotter with this mix! Pierce the ghost pepper pod after opening to spread
more heat.
Sliced Jalapeno's with Ghost Pepper: Hot Gluten Free. Fresh jalapeno's
nacho sliced and placed in the jar with a ghost pepper pod to heat it up the
ghost pepper way. Sure to please the jalapeno lover with a extra kick.
Pierce the ghost pepper pod after opening to add more heat and flavor.
Great on Burgers or Subs. A necessary ingredient for your nachos of course!
Surprise them with that extra bite!
Arizona Red Sauce: Low Medium. Gluten Free. It is a good dip, dip mix, and
condiment. Our own special blend with a rich southwestern flavor. Mix with
sour cream or refried beans for a dip or nacho topping that will keep them
guessing on how you made them taste so good! A must for eggs, use to
flavor meat for taco's or Spanish rice. Made with NM red chili making it a

superb high quality sauce. New recipe page for this sauce.
Habanero Gold Jelly: Hot A favorite! The sweetness you expect from jelly
with the kick of fresh habaneros and just a touch of Ghost Pepper to tingle
your taste buds. Good on toast or crackers with cream cheese or use as a
glaze for your ribs, chicken, or any other meat you like the sweet spicy
flavor on. Customer feedback is great on this one.
Blueberry Habanero Jelly: Hot Bright Blue with the perfect amount of
habaneros to make it sweet and spicy. Sure to please any pepper jelly
lover you know. Good on toast or crackers with cream cheese. The
sweetness of the Blueberries pairs well with the fresh habaneros. Add some
to your pies and surprise their taste buds!
Jalapeno Jelly: Mild We strip the fresh jalapeno's so you get all the flavor
with no heat. We mix it with a touch of cherry and other ingredients for a
perfect blend sure to please. Good on toast or glaze your chicken! Use on
your tacos as it is so flavorful with jalapeno's.
NEW: Sweet 16 BBQ - Mild - Made with NM Green Chili and 15 other all
natural ingredients. Rich and thick this one is a best selller and good on just
about anything! Great marinade and dip. Skip the ketchup use this!
Perfectly sweet and tangy.
All Natural Spice Mixes
Guaranteed Fresh.
No MSG, fillers, or Preservatives
Habanero Green Chili Seasoning Mix- Hot. Gluten Free. Number one seller.
This mix is hot, but don't let the name scare you. It is full of flavor. There are
no two chili's that mix as well as these two for flavor. Put it right next to the
salt and pepper for that member of the family who wants to sprinkle on
some heat.
Green Ghost Seasoning Mix - Extra Hot. Gluten Free. Made with Green Chili
and Smoked Ghost pepper for the perfect combination of flavor and grab
the tissue hot! So flavorful it is good on anything.
Green Chili Seasoning Mix- Mild Gluten Free. The perfect blend of green chili
(From Hatch NM) and garlic along with a hint of some special herbs and
spices. Good on chicken, burgers, steak. Use as a rub. Sprinkle in your soups
casseroles and stews.
BBQ Seasoning Mix High Medium Bold Blackening meat rub. . Great on the
grill or broiled. Good on beef, chicken, turkey, pork or shrimp. This mix
makes the BEST mouth watering grilled shrimp you or your guests will ever
have!. Marinade in a little olive oil and this mix before grilling. Make boring
turkey burgers taste like they were made by a gourmet chef.
Hickory Smoked BBQ Seasoning Mix NEW! High Medium Same as BBQ
seasoning mix but the salt is changed to Hickory Smoked Sea Salt imported
from Italy. GREAT BBQ aromatic and flavor. Half the salt of regular BBQ.
Salt Free BBQ Seasoning Mix: High Medium .You won't miss the salt in this
blackening meat rub. Customer request for no salt added. Great on any
meat fish or poultry. The more you use the hotter it will be. Marinade two
hours or over night. Rub meat with olive oil first to make it stick better.
Chipotle Seasoning Mix- Low Medium to Medium range. Gluten Free. This is
our most versatile blackening spice rub. It makes a great addition to soups
or stews. It blackens on the grill. Great on ANY protein. It makes wonderful
blackened steak! It is complimented with crushed garlic as a meat rub but
doesn't require it. Rub the protein with olive oil, crushed garlic and the
chipotle mix, then put in a Ziploc bag and leave in the refrigerator for two
hours to overnight)
Jalapeno Seasoning Mix - This one is a high medium spicy. This mix is a

great addition to many dishes. Originally created for chicken and fish it has
become a popular flavor enhancer for many soups, stews, casseroles. If you
like the flavor of jalapeno's You'll love this one.
Habanero Red Chili Seasoning Mix- Hot. Gluten Free. Another great
blackening meat rub. A kitchen condiment for the one who likes the serious
heat in their meals.
Good on chicken, steak and pork and ribs. Makes great jerky too! Add to
sauces for that great habanero flavor. The red chili is from NM, and makes
this mix burst with flavor. Use to make your home made chili POP.
Salad and Vegetable Seasoning Mix- Mild+. Gluten Free. Skip the salad
dressing and just use this. You won't miss the dressing. Good on salad,
grilled asparagus, corn on the cob, Potatoes, broccoli, and on slaws. It is
great on poultry and fish. Just sprinkle some on the outside before cooking.
I like to coat my fish or chicken with olive oil first but it's not required. A
great addition to chicken or pork chop breading. This one has become an all
purpose seasoning salt with salt as a low ingredient.
Mexican Seasoning Mix- Mild. Gluten Free. A very good seasoning for your
rice, enchiladas, tacos, or fajitas. Good on potatoes and steak too!. This one
has all the flavor so you really don't need to add a lot. Some peppers and
onions if you wish but it is good and flavorful on it's own. This one is very
flavorful and mild enough to please everyone.
Split Pea Mix: A simple combination of split yellow and green split peas for
a great pea soup.
Chili Seasoning Mix- Medium. Gluten Free. All you need are your choice of
beans and this mix. Other ingredients optional. Bold Southwestern flavor of
NM Chili's and the perfect blend of spices.
Arizona Spice Company Seasoning Salt- Mild. Gluten Free. This blend can be
used on just about anything you can sprinkle it on. It is less salty than most
seasoning salts. Flavor first, then the salt! It contains mild Hatch NM green
chili among the perfect blend of other herbs and spices.
The Sausage and Dip mixes below are pre-measured in a zip top bag. Easy
recipes on our recipes page and on the labels.
Italian Sausage Seasoning Mix. Available in Medium and Hot. Gluten Free.
Just add meat. Makes the best meatballs and no-one has to know you
didn't make them from scratch! Make the perfect sauce and meatballs with
our mixes. Recipes on our recipes page.
Our Own Italian Seasoning Blend. Mild. Gluten Free. Our own mix. Best
seller and so good on many things. Use in sauce (recipe on our recipe page)
as well as on garlic bread, subs, soups, and so much more. Great herbal
blend with no salt.
NEW- Breakfast Sausage Seasoning Mix. Home Made Easy! Gluten Free.
Mild or Spicy mixes available. Just add meat. Traditionally pork. This
seasons 1 lb of meat. Grind your own lean pork and add a tablespoon of
olive oil for the lean sausage bursting with flavor. Buy ground meat and
make a patty. Sure to please.
Green Chili Dip Mix - Mild Veggie or chip dip. Gluten Free. Mix is
premeasured for 1 lb of sour cream or mix cream cheese and 2 tablespoons
of mayo. All flavor no heat. Recipes on our recipes page for dip mixes and
guacamole dip.
Jalapeno Dip Mix Medium Gluten Free. The flavor of jalapeno and green
chili mix to make a great tasting veggie and chip dip mix. Pre measured to
season 1 lb of sour cream or cream cheese and 2 tablespoons of mayo.
Recipes on our recipes page for dip mixes and guacamole dip
Green Ghost Dip Mix. Hot. Gluten Free. The great flavor of our trademark

green ghost seasoning toned down for all to enjoy in this spicy veggie and
chip dip. Try all three dip mixes on baked potatoes for a great treat. Recipes
on our recipes page for dip mixes and guacamole dip.
Chipotle Dip Mix- NEW. Medium Gluten Free. Great blend of chili powders
and chipotle to make this dip a little smoky, a little spicy, and bursting with
flavor. Recipes on our recipes page for dip mixes and guacamole dip
Our Line of Soup mixes and Beans
Our Signature Soup Mix - Always Packed Fresh, Pinto Beans, Brown and
Red Lentils, peas (split yellow, split green) Anasazi Beans, Black Beans.
Directions on package or on our recipes page. We have a dry seasoning
packet (Below) Made with Mild NM Crushed Green Chili. This soup mix is
greatly complimented by pork. You can skip the pork and cook it in chicken
broth or vegetable broth.
SW Bean Mix. Always Packed Fresh. Includes: Anasazi Beans and Bolita
Beans (Heirloom beans from Colorado), Black Beans, Pinto Beans. Great mix
for Chili or bean soup. This one is also flavored well with our fresh SW soup
seasoning Packet or chili seasoning.
Anasazi Bean Soup. All you need is our Anasazi beans and our SW
Seasoning Mix (formerly soup mix seasoning). These beans do not have to
be soaked. They are tender and sweet. Once you try these you will be
hooked. Recipe available on our recipes page.
Pictured is the Anasazi soup mix in container with the seasoning enclosed.
SW Soup Seasoning Mix: Mild Ingredients: Gluten Free, salt free.. Approx 1/3
cup seasons 1 lb of any soup mix. Use more for a bold flavor. Also good in
rice dishes, stews and casseroles. A best Seller. Our own blend of mild green
chili, celery, red and green bell pepper, onion, herbs. Great for soups, stews,
rice pilaf, casseroles and more. Available in a premeasured bag or our
large bottle.
We make gift baskets year round. Corporate or personal. Customize your
own basket or pick from one of ours.
Great for any occasion. They make a great Arizona Holiday Gift! Click here
to see some of what we offer. Call or email to create your own.
Arizona Spice Company LLC
480 632-2168
Open to the public
Check the website or call for current hours as they change with the seasons.
We have a page that lists some of the places that carry our products.
We are open extended hours and days when we process. Feel free to call
any time. Leave a message and we will call you back. We cannot bring the
phone into the kitchen but we do check messages often throughout the day.
Customers are number one with us, always!
Email: Droberti@azspiceco.com

